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Abstract
TRACE is one of the most successful models of spoken word recognition and has been used to
account for a number of patterns in human spoken word processing. TRACE was originally
implemented in the C programming language (McClelland & Elman, 1986). To make it more
accessible, it was reimplemented in Java (Strauss et. al., 2007). Our team is currently
reimplementing TRACE in JavaScript. The JavaScript version of TRACE, or jsTRACE, is an
update to the code that avoids obsolete (or nearly obsolete) modules and libraries, and will allow
users to do batch simulations with great flexibility, since they can just write JavaScript code.
This project focused on developing and demonstrating methods for batch scripting. Simulation
results from an example batch script were used to explore a theoretical debate in spoken word




Humans overcome a number of obstacles when we process speech. Our brains turn a
noisy, variable acoustic signal into a mental representation of the speaker's message. This process
involves challenges concerning many different levels of representation, including mapping
acoustic patterns to phonemes (consonants and vowels) despite a many-to-many mapping
between them, resolving ambiguous sounds based on lexical knowledge, representing the
temporal order of phonemes (otherwise, we would not be able to distinguish between “cat”,
“act”, and “tack” which have the same three phonemes in different orders), and segmenting a
continuous auditory stream into individual words even though there are not robust cues to word
boundaries. One way that scientists attempt to understand how our brains are able to accomplish
these tasks and recognize speech is by using computational models to develop theories of human
spoken word recognition.
Theories of spoken word recognition focus on a subsection of the processing path,
specifically, the path from acoustic information to the lexical or word level. They do not
integrate syntactic or semantic context. Even so, there are many difficult challenges just in this
part of the path. Theories of spoken word recognition can help us understand how the brain
recognizes words as well as how higher and lower processing levels interact.
To guide these theories, we create computational models. We can use these models as
tools to refine our ideas about how the brain makes decisions. We can compare our model’s
output to human behavior to test if our theory aligns with actual human processing. Here, we
focus on a computational model of spoken word recognition called TRACE (McClelland &
Elman, 1986), to investigate processes involved in recognizing words.
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In this paper, I focus on my two contributions to a larger TRACE project with Professor
Magnuson and Ph.D. student Anne Marie Crinnion. This project involves testing and validating a
new implementation of the TRACE model, called jsTRACE. I developed a batch scripting
procedure for jsTRACE. This work will be part of a paper about the model that we plan to
submit in late spring (Crinnion, Grubb, Curtice, & Magnuson, in preparation). I also
demonstrated the utility of batch scripting by addressing an ongoing debate in spoken word
recognition. Simulations from this section will be incorporated into a second paper (Magnuson,
Crinnion, Grubb, & Luthra, in preparation).
In the next section, I will describe the TRACE model and how it explains the process of
word recognition. In the following section, I discuss the new implementation of TRACE,
jsTRACE, and its batch scripting capabilities. Subsequently, I demonstrate the validity of
jsTRACE through the replication of a previous study. I close with a discussion of the feedback
debate in spoken word recognition and present results from jsTRACE that show the benefit of
feedback.
TRACE
TRACE is one of the most successful models of spoken word recognition (McClelland &
Elman, 1986). The model’s architecture can be represented by three layers: a feature layer, a
phoneme layer, and a word layer (Figure 1). As a word unfolds over time, feature, phoneme, and
word nodes compete for recognition. Activation feeds forward from the feature layer up to the
phoneme layer and then up to the word layer (see the arrows in Figure 1). The bulb connectors in
Figure 1 represent the lateral inhibition that occurs at all three layers. Lateral inhibition refers to
the ability of nodes to inhibit other nodes within the same layer. There is also an optional
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feedback loop where the word layer sends activation back to the phoneme layer (the arrow from
the word layer to the phoneme layer in Figure 1). This capability can be turned on and off (but is
'on' by default). Feedback allows higher levels to influence lower levels; in this case, it allows
prior lexical knowledge to influence phoneme activation, consistent with numerous effects
observed in experiments with human subjects. For example, upon hearing stimuli with an
ambiguous sound (e.g. “?ash”, where the ambiguous sound is on a continuum from /d/ to /t/),
human subjects resolve the ambiguous sound as the phoneme that makes the stimulus a word
(e.g. the ambiguous sound was /d/ and the stimulus was “dash”, not “tash”). Thus, human
subjects make phonetic category decisions based on lexical knowledge (Ganong, 1980).
Additionally, feedback provides a mechanism for resolving ambiguous or degraded inputs.
However, the use of feedback has been contested; I will discuss this debate in greater detail later
in this paper.
Figure 1. A simple diagram of TRACE. Input feeds into the bottom layer of pseudo-spectral features, which feeds
activation forward to the phoneme layer, which feeds activation forward to the word layer. The word layer also
sends activation back to the phoneme layer. All three layers additionally inhibit nodes within their layer. Figure by J.
Magnuson, 2020. Copyright 2020 by James Magnuson.
The model is more complicated than the simple diagram in Figure 1 suggests. Time is
represented with duplicate copies of every node at every layer aligned at different time points.
For example, there is a /k/ phoneme node that aligns with every temporal position in the model's
memory. This is how TRACE maintains an order to the input it receives, allowing it to
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distinguish “cat” from “act”. The model takes in a "pseudospectral" representation of features as
input, which unfolds sequentially. The feature layer has seven different acoustic features at nine
levels of a continuum (e.g., from fully voiceless to fully voiced). Activation of a feature unit is
the sum of the pseudospectral input, negative lateral inhibition, and the unit’s activation at the
previous time step decreased by a decay factor. The phoneme layer consists of 33 copies each of
15 different phoneme nodes (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /s/, /ʃ/, /r/, /l/, /a/, /i/, /u/, /˄/, and the special
"silence phoneme", /-/). Activation of a phoneme unit is the sum of the feedforward connections
from the feature layer, negative lateral inhibition, top-down input from the word layer when
feedback is on, and the unit’s activation at the previous time step decreased by a decay factor.
The word layer consists of 33 copies of each word in the lexicon, tiled at different temporal
alignments. Activation of a word unit is the sum of the feedforward connections from the
phoneme layer, negative lateral inhibition, and the unit’s activation at the previous time step
decreased by a decay factor. The negative lateral inhibition at each layer is due to activated nodes
inhibiting those that overlap with them temporally (depicted spatially in Figure 2). This allows
for multiple nodes to be highly activated, provided they are at different time slices.
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Figure 2. A representation of activated nodes in TRACE when the input is the features for /kæt/ (CAT). Multiple /k/
phoneme nodes are activated; any node that overlaps in time with the input is activated, with the node that is
maximally aligned having the greatest activation. Each activated /k/ phoneme node passes activation forward to any
word nodes that overlap with it in time that have a /k/ in an aligned position. The same idea occurs with the /æ/
nodes and the /t/ nodes. Word nodes for /kæt/ (CAT) that overlap with the phoneme nodes in proper order are
activated, as well as word nodes for /ækt/ (ACT), since /ækt/ shares phonemes with the set of phonemes that are
activated, but ACT nodes are not as highly activated because the phonemes do not align in the expected order for
ACT. The CAT word node with the greatest activation is the one that maximally lines up in time with the input.
Figure by J. Magnuson, 2018. Copyright 2018 by James Magnuson.
Let us consider an example of how TRACE simulates word recognition, using the word
“cat” (transcribed phonemically as /kæt/) (Figure 2). Acoustic features are inputted and activate
the matching and temporally overlapping features nodes. Starting with the features for /k/, the
feature nodes send activation to the phoneme nodes. Due to the duplication of nodes, multiple
nodes of the same phoneme are activated. Multiple /k/ phoneme nodes get activated; when one
node is highly activated, the nodes at adjacent temporal alignments also get activated. As nodes
become activated, they inhibit other nodes. Because /k/ will have the greatest bottom-up support,
it will be able to strongly inhibit other phoneme nodes at this alignment, although phonemes with
similar feature definitions will also become moderately activated. This process repeats with /æ/
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and /t/ to get a result of three clusters of activated phoneme nodes, with each phoneme having
one node at a particular time that dominates the cluster. These phoneme nodes sequentially send
activation to the words that contain them and that line up with them in time. Again, multiple
word nodes will get activated. Nodes for “cat” at different time steps will get activated, but so
will other words similar to “cat”, such as “act”. The activated /k/ phoneme nodes send activation
to any words with /k/ in it, hence activation of both “cat” and “act”. Activated word nodes inhibit
other word nodes that overlap in time with them. (When feedback is used, words additionally
send feedback to their phonemes.) As time unfolds and more information is sent forward, the
“cat” node that is maximally aligned with the maximally activated phoneme nodes will become
most highly activated at a particular time frame.
jsTRACE
TRACE was originally implemented by McClelland and Elman (1986) in the C
programming language (cTRACE). Although they provided the source code to anyone who
requested it, it was difficult to use and understand. This was a barrier. As Magnuson, Mirman
and Harris (2012) review, researchers would often make seemingly logical predictions about how
TRACE would behave if they tried to simulate their experiments, but they would not actually
conduct the simulations (again, because the C code was hard to use and understand). This
motivated Strauss et al. (2007) to create a user-friendly version of TRACE with a graphical user
interface. Because they reimplemented TRACE in Java, they called it jTRACE.
This software has been widely used for research (with 91 citations according to Google
Scholar on April 21, 2021) and teaching. However, the batch scripting facility in jTRACE was
never fully completed and it is very challenging to use. Batch scripting (running many
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simulations with different inputs or parameter settings) is important for researchers because it
allows them to explore generalization of model behavior over many items and/or combinations
of parameters. To bridge the gap between the widely used computational model and the need for
batch scripting, jTRACE is currently being reimplemented in JavaScript (Crinnion, Grubb,
Curtice, & Magnuson, in preparation). The main motivation for this update is to modernize the
code and avoid obsolete, or nearly obsolete, modules, as well as improve the batch scripting
facility. The JavaScript version of TRACE (jsTRACE) provides a simpler interface and ease of
scripting compared to jTRACE. Users can run simulations in the web-based graphical user
interface (Figure 3) or can run simulations locally with their own scripts. jsTRACE allows users
to flexibly perform batch simulations since they can just write JavaScript code.
Figure 3. The jsTRACE interface.
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Batch scripting in jsTRACE. In the original C version of TRACE, batch simulations
could be done by writing scripts that interacted with the C implementation to set parameters and
run simulations; however, these files would be very lengthy. If the example script provided
below (Figure 4) was written for the original version, it would be around 500 lines of code. In the
GUI-driven jTRACE, batch simulations are done in the interface. The batch scripting interface in
jTRACE is extremely difficult to use. Dr. Magnuson reports that it is nearly impossible to use
and he still prefers to use cTRACE for batch simulations. In the new implementation, jsTRACE,
batch scripting is much easier with code that is simple, readable, and compact. The JavaScript
sample batch script provided below is only 18 lines (not counting commented lines that start with
“//”), a great improvement from the 500 lines the batch script would take for cTRACE (because
batch scripts for cTRACE are series of sequential instructions, not programs written in C).
The batch scripting procedure for jsTRACE is as follows. To create a batch scripting job,
users develop a simple JavaScript file. This file will contain the code to create simulations and
will output four files for every simulation. The first step is to import the main jsTRACE module
to get access to all the features from jsTRACE. Simulating an entire lexicon (that is, running one
simulation for every word in the lexicon) is simple to script and only requires an XML file of the
words and their frequencies of occurrence in human language use (e.g., Francis and Kucera,
1967). TRACE has a variety of parameters that can be changed for each simulation. Before
running the simulation, the user simply sets the values of the parameters of interest or utilizes the
default values. Properties that can be adjusted include the model input, parameters controlling
the details of the pseudospectral inputs, decay rate, resting level, strength of excitatory
connections, strength of inhibitory connections, contents of the lexicon, input noise, processing
(model-internal) noise, parameters determining the impact of lexical frequency, and many more.
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After selectively adjusting the parameters in a script if the user chooses, one can run the
simulation for a specified number of cycles and save the detailed outputs. The four output files
have the suffixes “_input.csv”, “_feature.csv”, “_phoneme.csv”, and “_word.csv” and contain the
input patterns and then the activation values of the features, phonemes, and words, respectively.
The sample batch script that I created (Figure 4), runs a simulation of every word in a
lexicon with feedback and without feedback at seven levels of noise (Gaussian noise with a mean
of zero, and standard deviation set to 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, or 1.50), for a total of
fourteen simulations for each word in the lexicon. This is a replication of simulations reported by
Magnuson et al. (2018). The purpose of those simulations was to examine the role of feedback in
spoken word recognition and when the input is degraded. I discuss this study in greater detail in
the next section.
The script generates one simulation for every word in the lexicon at every combination of
feedback and noise levels. An individual simulation starts by creating a new jsTRACE
configuration with default values. The script then edits the configuration and sets the target word
to the current simulation’s word, the lexicon to the loaded lexicon, the word to phoneme
feedback (WP) to the current simulation’s feedback value, and the standard deviation of noise to
the current simulation’s noise value. Next, a new simulation object is created with the modified
configuration, and is run for 100 cycles. Finally, the four output files are written to the current
working directory. The prefix of the output files corresponds to the simulation’s target word,
feedback value, and noise value. For example, for the target word /^br^pt/ with no feedback and
0.25 standard deviations of noise, the four output files would be ^br^pt_0_0.25_input.csv,
^br^pt_0_0.25_feature.csv, ^br^pt_0_0.25_phoneme.csv, and ^br^pt_0_0.25_word.csv.
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_____________________________________________________________________________
// Import the tracejs library
const tracejs = require('tracejs');
// The word-to-phoneme feedback values and noise values we want to simulate
const feedbackValues = [0, 0.03];
const noiseValues = [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5];
// Load the lexicon saved to slex.xml
const lexicon = tracejs.loadJtLexicon('./slex.xml');
// Loop through each word in the lexicon.
// Each word is an object with the properties:
//  word.phon=the actual word, word.freq=frequency, word.prime= 0,
//  word.label = word label (optional)
for (const word of lexicon) {
// For each word, loop through the 7 noise levels
for (const noiseValue of noiseValues) {
// For each word, at each noise level, loop through 2 feedback values
for (const feedbackValue of feedbackValues) {
// Create a new configuration with default values
const config = tracejs.createDefaultConfig();
// Set the model input of the config object to the word,
// the lexicon to our loaded lexicon,
// the word-to-phoneme feedback value,





// Run a simulation with the config for 100 cycles
const sim = new tracejs.TraceSim(config);
sim.cycle(100);
// Write the data files for the input, feature, phoneme,
// and word layers to .csv files
// The first argument is the directory to output the files
// (in this case, the process's current working directory)











Feedback can allow for the integration of top-down and bottom-up information, enabling
lexical knowledge to influence word recognition. However, the use of feedback in spoken word
recognition has been contested; some suggest that feedback theoretically cannot improve
performance and is not needed to explain lexical effects (Norris et. al. 2000). Magnuson et. al.
(2018) focused on whether feedback improves performance, specifically in degraded conditions
where noise is added. They found that feedback facilitated word recognition and words tended to
be recognized faster and more accurately with feedback than without for all noise conditions.
Magnuson et. al. (2018) used the C version of TRACE to compare recognition times and
accuracy of word recognition at seven levels of noise, with and without feedback. We replicated
this previous study to confirm that jsTRACE performs identically to cTRACE.
We used the same parameters and the same 213-word lexicon as Magnuson et. al. (2018).
The noise applied had a mean of 0.0 and standard deviations of 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25,
and 1.50, resulting in seven different levels of Gaussian noise. Feedback between the word and
phoneme layers was either turned off (0) or turned on with the default value of 0.03. The sample
batch script in Figure 4 was used to generate the simulations for each of the 2,982 word, noise,
and feedback combinations and produced input, feature, phoneme, and word csv files for each of
them. I created a Python script (Appendix) to calculate response probabilities based on raw
activations, and to calculate accuracy and recognition times based separately on raw activations
and response probabilities, consistent with the methods of the previous study. The distinction
between raw activations and response probabilities becomes relevant in the next section, but we
use response probabilities here to replicate the previous study. A target word was considered to
be accurately recognized if the target's response probability reached a specified threshold (0.5 in
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this case), and no other words' response probabilities reached that threshold. For correctly
recognized words, the recognition time was the first TRACE cycle where the target’s response
probability met or exceeded the threshold.
We compared the accuracy and recognition times of the simulations with and without
feedback at the seven levels of noise (Figure 5). Feedback improved accuracy at higher levels of
noise. Words were recognized faster with feedback at most levels of noise.
Figure 5. Accuracy and recognition time of the 213-word lexicon at seven levels of noise, with and without
feedback. These results used response probabilities, following the methods of Magnuson et al. (2018).
We also looked at individual words and compared each word’s recognition time with
feedback to its recognition time without feedback (Figure 6). Recognition time tended to be
faster when feedback was applied (points that are below the identity line). As noise increased,
more words were recognized faster with feedback. Additionally, we took a subset of the words
and compared their recognition times with and without feedback. The subset contained the words
that were recognized slower with feedback in the no-noise condition (Figure 7). Most of these
words were recognized faster with feedback when the amount of noise increased.
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Figure 6. Scatterplots comparing the recognition times of words recognized correctly with feedback versus without
feedback at the seven levels of noise. The number of points on each graph decreases as noise increases due to fewer
words getting recognized. Words recognized faster with feedback are below the identity line.
Figure 7. Scatterplots of the words that were recognized slower with feedback than without when no noise was
added. The number of points on each graph decreases as noise increases due to fewer words getting recognized.
Words recognized faster with feedback are below the identity line.
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Our results mirrored the results found by Magnuson et. al. (2018), but are not perfectly
identical since noise is generated from random values. Both results show the benefit of feedback
with speech in noise and in the absence of noise. The comparable results help demonstrate the
validity of the new implementation of TRACE as well as provide further evidence of the benefit
of feedback. Feedback aids word recognition, especially when noise is added to the input.
Theoretical Debate
The use of feedback in spoken word recognition has been a big theoretical debate. This
division is grounded on the issue of how lexical knowledge is integrated, modeled differently by
interactive models and autonomous models. Interactive models, like TRACE, allow lexical
knowledge to immediately and continuously interact with lower levels. Autonomous models
have a post-perceptual integration of lexical knowledge. Researchers debate which type of model
best captures how humans recognize spoken words and have suggested evidence for both types.
Elman and McClelland (1988) proposed the use of feedback as a means for lexical
compensation for coarticulation, a phenomenon in which ambiguous phonemes are resolved
through lexical knowledge. However, Pitt and McQueen (1998) claimed that this effect could be
explained by transitional probabilities without the use of top-down processing. On the contrary,
Luthra et. al. (2021) observed robust lexically mediated compensation for coarticulation and
argued that this effect cannot be fully accounted for by transitional probabilities. Others have
claimed that feedback only hinders spoken word recognition and leads to misperceptions (Norris
et. al., 2000). But, feedback has also been shown to be beneficial in noise, as discussed in the
previous section (Magnuson et. al., 2018).
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However, Norris and Cutler (2021) still claim that feedback does not aid word
recognition in any way. They claim that utilizing the Luce Choice Rule (Luce, 1959; a standard
way of scaling probabilistic evidence to better fit human behavior) gives the false impression that
feedback assists word recognition. Additionally, they assert that feedback in a real system would
increase the signal and noise equally at the phoneme level.
We focus on Norris & Cutler’s first claim that the Luce Choice Rule is a “workaround in
the model” that gives the appearance that feedback is beneficial. The Luce Choice Rule is used
to transform word activations into response probabilities. It normalizes activation and pushes
towards choosing one target. However, transformation by the Luce Choice Rule just reflects the
underlying word activations; although it tends to amplify high activations and squash low
activations, it does not change the rank ordering. Thus, it seems dubious that the choice rule
would somehow lead to different patterns with and without feedback. We will test this conjecture
by repeating the previous analysis with raw word activations, rather than response probabilities.
I calculated a new accuracy threshold value appropriate for raw word activations by
comparing the accuracy rates for threshold values from 0.21 to 0.99 in increments of 0.01 for
simulations with no noise and feedback off (to ensure that any possible advantage would be
given to the no-feedback condition). We used the threshold that optimized accuracy, 0.4, to
calculate the accuracy and recognition times for all noise and feedback levels. The accuracy and
recognition time patterns from word activation values (Figure 8) were extremely similar to the
results using response probabilities (Figures 5, 6, and 7); accuracy tends to be higher with
feedback than without and recognition time was faster with feedback than without.
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Figure 8. Accuracy and recognition time of the 213-word lexicon at seven levels of noise, with and without
feedback, using word activations.
We again compared the recognition times with and without feedback at every noise level,
this time using the recognition times based on word activation values (Figure 9). The plots for
1.25 and 1.50 standard deviations of noise are omitted because no words were recognized
without feedback at those levels. Again, more words were recognized faster with  feedback  than
without.
Figure 9. Scatterplots, based on word activation values, comparing the recognition times of words recognized
correctly with feedback versus without feedback at the seven levels of noise. The number of points on each graph
decreases as noise increases due to fewer words getting recognized. Words recognized faster with feedback are
below the identity line.
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The Luce Choice Rule does not qualitatively affect the patterns we see in our data. We
saw the same patterns when the Luce Choice Rule was applied to get response probabilities and
when raw word activation values were used. Utilizing the Luce Choice Rule does not create
artifactual effects. We still found that feedback assists in word recognition, especially with
degraded input, regardless of whether the Luce Choice Rule was used. Our simulations show that
feedback does in fact improve word recognition, contra the key claim made by Norris and Cutler
(2021).
Conclusions
I created a procedure and sample script for batch scripting in the new implementation of
the TRACE model, jsTRACE. This feature will allow researchers to easily perform large
numbers of simulations, which is needed to explore parameter spaces. The new implementation
of TRACE provides researchers with a simpler interface and easy scripting experience.
Our work replicating a previous study demonstrated the validity of jsTRACE. It also
provided further support for the benefit of feedback in spoken word recognition, especially when
input is degraded. We addressed some specific claims that a standard transformation of model
activations to response probabilities somehow creates artifactual benefits of feedback; our
simulations with raw activations showed exactly the same pattern as analyses using response
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Appendix
The Python script used to calculate response probabilities based on raw activations, and to calculate accuracy and
recognition times based separately on raw activations and response probabilities, consistent with the methods of
Magnuson et. al. (2018).
_____________________________________________________________________________
import numpy as np








self.alignment = data["alignment"] # default = post-hoc
self.specified = data["specified"] # default = 4
self.lucek = data["lucek"] # default = 13
self.lastSlice = data["lastSlice"] # default = 12
self.outDir = data["outDir"] # default = Outfiles
self.outResults = data["outResults"] # default = Results
self.respProb = data["respProb"] # default = FALSE
self.thresh = data["thresh"] # default = 0.5
self.topSlices = data["topSlices"] # default = 50
# PART 1: Calculating response probabilities
# Numerator value of the Luce Choice Rule
def numerator(self, val):
return math.exp(self.lucek * val)
# Selects one copy from each word
# input: dataframe of one word in the simulation
#   Columns: copy of word   Rows: timestep
# output: returns a list of activation values for one copy of the word
def getCopy(self, df):
# copy = specified
if self.alignment == "specified":
df = df.loc[:, [self.specified]].squeeze()
# copy = max activated
elif self.alignment == "post-hoc":
maxValCol = (df.drop(columns=["Timestep", "Word"])).stack().idxmax()[1]
df = df.loc[:, [maxValCol]].squeeze()
# copy = max at each timestep (not same copy throughout)
elif self.alignment == "ad-hoc":
df = (df.drop(columns=["Timestep", "Word"])).max(axis=1)
return list(df)
# Calculates the response probability
# input: dataframe of the activation values
# output: dataframe of the response probabilities
def calcRespProb(self, df):
df = df.applymap(self.numerator)
df = df.div(df.sum(axis=1), axis=0)
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return df
# input: path to one _word.csv file
# output: one csv file (_wordact.csv or _respprob.csv)
#   Columns: lexicon  Rows: timestep
def singleRPCsv(self, path, outputName):
headerList = ["Timestep", "Word"] + list(range(1,34))




# for each word in inputDF select one copy for each word
for word in lexicon:









outputPath = self.Path + "\\" + self.outDir + "\\" + outputName
outputDF.to_csv(outputPath)
# input: folder with _word.csv files
# output: csv file for each simulation
#   Columns: lexicon  Rows: timestep
def respProbCsv(self):
newFolder = os.path.join(self.Path, self.outDir)
os.mkdir(newFolder)







newName = parts[0] + "_" + parts[1] + "_" + parts[2] + "_respprob.csv"
else:
newName = parts[0] + "_" + parts[1] + "_" + parts[2] + "_wordact.csv"
self.singleRPCsv(filename.path, newName)
# PART 2: Determining accuracy and recognition times
def tarIdentified(self, tar):








for index, val in enumerate(tar):
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if val >= self.thresh:
return index
# input: path to one _respprob.csv or _wordact.csv file
# output: returns the entry for one simulation
#   target, recognized (True/False), recognition time
def analysisCsvEntry(self, path, tar):
data = pd.read_csv(path, index_col=0)




if self.tarIdentified(target) and self.noCompIdentified(competitors):
line += [True, self.recognitionTime(target)]
else:
line += [False, ""]
else:
line = [tar, False, ""]
return line
# input: folder with _respprob.csv or _wordact.csv files
# output: Results.csv file of synthesized info
#    Columns: feedback, noise, target, recognized, recognition time
def filesToAnalysisCsv(self):
df = pd.DataFrame(columns=["FeedbackLevel", "NoiseLevel", "Target",
"Recognized", "RecognitionTime"])
folder = os.path.join(self.Path, self.outDir)






target = target.replace("x", "^")
target = target.replace("h", "S")
target = target.replace("Q", "-")
line = self.analysisCsvEntry(filename.path, target)
line = [parts[1], parts[2]] + line
df.loc[0 if pd.isnull(df.index.max()) else df.index.max() + 1] = line
name = self.outResults + ".csv"
outputPath = os.path.join(folder, name)
df.to_csv(outputPath, index=False)
# Creates command line arguments
def parse():
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(prog='analysis', description='Calculates
accuracy & recognition time from simulation files')




default='post-hoc', help='type of alignment')
parser.add_argument('-s', '--specified', action='store', type=int,
metavar='COPY', default=4, help='word copy X when
alignment is specified')
parser.add_argument('-k', '--lucek', action='store', type=int, metavar='K',
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default=13, help='Luce Choice Rule k value')
parser.add_argument('-ls', '--lastSlice', action='store', metavar='SLICE',
type=int, default=12, help='first N-2 slices to find
the most activated slice')
parser.add_argument('-od', '--outDir', type=str, metavar='DIR',
default='Outfiles', help='name for new folder of output
files')
parser.add_argument('-or', '--outResults', type=str, metavar='FILENAME',
default='Results', help='name for results files')
parser.add_argument('-rp', '--respProb', action='store_true', help='use
response probabilities (rather than word activations)')
parser.add_argument('-th', '--thresh', action='store', type=float,
default=0.5, help='accuracy threshold value')
parser.add_argument('-ts', '--topSlices', action='store', type=int,
metavar='SLICE', default=50, help='top N activated
slices')
return parser





for attr in attributes:
print(attr, ':', attributes[attr])
a.respProbCsv()
a.filesToAnalysisCsv()
_____________________________________________________________________________
